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Speech perception is known to be influenced by listeners’ expectations of the speaker. This paper

tests whether the demographic makeup of individuals’ communities can influence their perception

of foreign sounds by influencing their expectations of the language. Using online experiments with

participants from all across the U.S. and matched census data on the proportion of Spanish and

other foreign language speakers in participants’ communities, this paper shows that the demo-

graphic makeup of individuals’ communities influences their expectations of foreign languages to

have an alveolar trill versus a tap (Experiment 1), as well as their consequent perception of these

sounds (Experiment 2). Thus, the paper shows that while individuals’ expectations of foreign lan-

guage to have a trill occasionally lead them to misperceive a tap in a foreign language as a trill, a

higher proportion of non-trill language speakers in one’s community decreases this likelihood.

These results show that individuals’ environment can influence their perception by shaping their

linguistic expectations. VC 2016 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4950811]

[CGC] Pages: 3076–3087

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech perception is influenced by our experience.

Much research has examined how the phonological proper-

ties of the input we receive shape our perception of sounds

in our native language and in foreign languages we do not

speak (e.g., Kuhl et al., 1992; Werker and Tees, 1984). In

this paper we show that our experience, and, specifically, the

demographic makeup of our community, can also influence

our perception of sounds in a foreign language by influenc-

ing our expectations about the way that foreign languages

sound.

Our perception of phones is shaped by the distribution

of cues in the input we received. Infants raised in different

language communities end up having different phonological

categories. Furthermore, our experience distorts our percep-

tion of the perceptual space, honing our attention to phonetic

cues relevant in our language and reducing our sensitivity to

cues that are irrelevant. Thus, infants raised in an English-

speaking environment can distinguish the Hindi dental-

retroflex / -�/ contrast at 6-months of age but they lose this

capacity before their first birthday (Werker and Tees, 1984).

This is believed to be due to their learning from experience

that the difference between these two sounds is irrelevant for

phoneme categorization in their native language.

Complementarily, infants’ skill at categorizing phonemes in

their native language improves during the same time window

(Kuhl et al., 2006). Interestingly, perception keeps on being

shaped by further input that is received, even during adult-

hood, as can be evidenced by changes to perception follow-

ing changes in exposure. For example, intensive exposure to

a second language can change the category boundaries and

the cues listeners are sensitive to (Flege, 1995).

In a similar manner to the way in which linguistic expe-

rience shapes our ability to understand foreign sounds, it

also influences our ability to recognize and discriminate for-

eign languages. In general, people are quite poor at identify-

ing languages that they do not speak, but their linguistic

background determines which languages they would be

more successful at recognizing (Bradlow et al., 2010).

Furthermore, while there are specific properties that lead all

people, regardless of their linguistic background, to find cer-

tain languages more similar to each other than others, lin-

guistic background can influence which phonetic properties

listeners attend to when discriminating between languages

(Barkat and Vasilecu, 2001). Moreover, it has even been

argued that simply being bilingual can improve one’s ability

to discriminate between unfamiliar foreign languages by

improving one’s ability to tune to relevant aspects of the

stimuli (Marks et al., 2003).

Perception, however, is also sensitive to the social con-

text. In particular, the expectations we have of the speaker
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can influence how we interpret their speech. In fact, use of

information we have about the speaker is an integral aspect

of speech processing. There is no one-to-one mapping

between sounds and their targets, as different speakers might

produce the same phoneme (e.g., /A/) very differently, and,

in fact, one English speaker’s /A/ might be another speaker’s

/O/ (Peterson and Barney, 1952). At the same time, informa-

tion about the speaker can help us disambiguate the input, as

production varies systematically along certain demographic

variables. For example, males and females differ in the size

of their vocal tract, and consequently, in their formant fre-

quencies. The boundary between different vowels they pro-

duce therefore lies at different formant frequencies.

Listeners are sensitive to this relationship between speakers’

sex and their productions, and therefore interpret the same

token differently depending on whether they believe they are

listening to a female or a male speaker (Johnson et al.,
1999). Similarly, information about a speaker’s age can be

useful in interpreting their speech, and listeners indeed make

use of it (Drager, 2011; Koops et al., 2008). When a lan-

guage change is in progress, people of different ages often

speak differently. Accordingly, listeners sometimes interpret

the same sound differently depending on the age they believe

the speaker to be. For instance, listeners residing in Houston,

TX, an area going through a process of unmerging of the

PIN and PEN vowels might show phonological competition

between rinse and rent when they believe the speaker is an

older adult (for whom the two vowels should be merged),

but not when the speaker to be is middle-aged (Koops et al.,
2008, also see Drager, 2011). Similarly, listeners use the

relation between ethnicity and final /t/ deletion to interpret

word meaning, and thus are more likely to initially interpret

/mæs/ as mast if they believe the speaker is African

American but as mass if they believe the speaker to be

Caucasian (Staum Casasanto, 2008).

The accuracy of listeners’ expectations can consequently

influence success in comprehending the speech. Thus, listen-

ers are better at understanding Chinese-accented English em-

bedded in noise if they expect the speaker to be a native

speaker of Chinese than if they expect the speaker to be a

native speaker of English (McGowan, 2015), and conversely,

they are better at understanding native speech when they do

not expect a foreign accent (Babel and Russell, 2015).

Our knowledge of patterns of usage can also lead us to

misperceive speech. For example, expecting a speaker to be

non-native because of ethnicity cues can lead us to hear a

foreign accent even when there is none (Rubin, 1992).

Furthermore, even misconceptions we have about the way

people with different characteristics speak can influence the

way we perceive speech. Residents of Detroit, for example,

believe that while Canadians produce a raised diphthong for

the canonical American English diphthong /aU/, they them-

selves produce the canonical one (in fact, they raise their

diphthong similarly to Canadians). These expectations influ-

ence their perception, leading them to hear the same sound

as a canonical American English /aU/ when they believe the

speaker resides in Michigan but as a raised diphthong when

they believe the speaker is Canadian (Niedzielski, 1999).

Research so far, then, shows that expectations can influ-

ence speech perception. Furthermore, previous evidence shows

that expectations do not even have to be grounded in accurate

linguistic knowledge, but that both accurate and inaccurate

expectations can influence speech perception, and that they can

therefore improve or impair perception. Here we show that an

environmental factor—the demographic makeup of one’s com-

munity—can lead to both correct and false linguistic expecta-

tions, and that these expectations, in turn, influence speech

perception. Furthermore, we focus here on a different type of

expectation than has been investigated beforehand, expectations

regarding what a foreign language is likely to sound like. This

focus extends previous research to a type of expectation that

might be particularly relevant during second language learning.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

The goal of Experiments 1a and 1b was to test whether

the demographic makeup of one’s community can shape lin-

guistic expectations. Here we focus on one aspect of demo-

graphic makeup—the linguistic background of people in

one’s geographic environment. The properties of the lan-

guages spoken in an individual’s ambient environment can

influence that individual’s expectations and stereotypes, and

consequently, perception. We tested this by examining how

the proportion of speakers of foreign languages with and

without an alveolar trill (from here on, trill) influences listen-

ers’ expectations regarding whether foreign languages in

general are likely to have such a trill. The results of this

study can thus allow us, at a second stage, to test whether the

demographic makeup of one’s community can influence trill

perception in foreign languages.

A high proportion of the population of the United States is

bilingual and speaks at home a language other than English.

According to the United States Census Bureau (2013), in 2011

20.5% of the population reported speaking a language other

than English at home. By far, the most common foreign lan-

guage spoken at home in the U.S. is Spanish, accounting for

62% of the cases. One of the most noticeable and stereotypical

phonetic differences between Spanish and English is the exis-

tence of a trill (a “rolled r”) in Spanish. While Spanish also

contains a tap (a “non-rolled” r, similar to the way t in butter is

produced in American English), this consonant is less acousti-

cally salient, and is therefore not as stereotypically associated

with Spanish as a trill. Trill production varies across varieties

of Spanish as well as across individual speakers of the same va-

riety. For example, it has been argued that its most common

variants are assibilated in some regions in Paraguay and north-

ern Argentina (Hualde, 2005), and in Dominican Spanish it has

been variably described as either pre-aspirated trill (Lipski,

1994) or a pre-breathy voice followed by one or two taps

(Willis, 2007). Furthermore, variability in trill production has

also been linked to sociolinguistic factors (Adams, 2002; Diaz

Campos, 2008). Most types of trill, however, share a perceptu-

ally salient property that make them different from all English

consonants, i.e., the occurrence of more than one period of

vibration, and American English speakers can distinguish a trill

from a tap, regardless of whether they are able to produce it

(Johnson, 2008).
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The fact that English contains a tap but not a trill might

enhance even further the relative salience of trills over taps

for English listeners. A preliminary explicit online survey

we conducted confirmed this observation. In that survey, 20

native English speakers residing in the U.S. listened to 15

syllables consisting of a consonant followed by the vowel /a/

produced by a native Spanish speaker from Argentina. For

each syllable, participants were asked to indicate whether

they thought that it existed in Spanish. They had the option

of indicating that they do not know. Participants were also

asked what their native language was (they all responded

that it was English) and where they resided. All 20 partici-

pants (100%) responded that the trill-initial syllable exists in

Spanish. No other syllable was responded to affirmatively by

all participants, even though 9 out of the 15 initial conso-

nants were Spanish. Only 60% of the participants thought

that the tap-initial syllable exists in Spanish.1 Trill, then, is

the most stereotypical and prominent sound in Spanish from

the perspective of native speakers of American English.

Due to the prevalence of Spanish over all other foreign

languages in the U.S., American English speakers might

come to expect foreign languages in general to have a trill,

more so the more they hear Spanish around them, and espe-

cially if there are only few other foreign language speakers

in their community. That is, just as people who are exposed

more often to apples and oranges than to pawpaws and

kumquats are more likely to think about the former when

fruits are mentioned, so might individuals who are more of-

ten exposed to Spanish be more likely to activate Spanish

sounds in the context of a foreign language, and this greater

activation can influence expectations. In contrast, being

exposed to a greater proportion of non-trill foreign lan-

guages should reduce such likelihood. Indeed, people tend

to perceive and evaluate events in relation to available

exemplars that they have for these events, a phenomenon

also known as the availability heuristic (Tversky and

Kahneman, 1973). Importantly, available exemplars are not

necessarily the most common or representative ones (e.g.,

Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). Experiments 1a and 1b test

this hypothesis that listeners’ expectations of foreign lan-

guages to have a trill depends on the proportion of Spanish

and non-trill foreign languages in their environment.

Specifically, we used census data to predict participants’

expectations regarding whether words containing a trill are

more likely to be a real word in an unspecified language

than words containing a tap. We tested this by presenting

participants with pairs of recorded “words,” and asked

them to guess which of the two is a real word in either an

unspecified European language (one condition) or Spanish

(another condition). The Spanish condition served as a type

of control as the stereotype of Spanish as containing a trill

is quite strong and prevalent across the U.S. Therefore,

unlike the case of the unspecified European language, the

demographic makeup of individuals’ communities should

not influence their expectations of Spanish words to include

a trill, as these expectations should already be at ceiling.

Target pairs contrasted a trill with a tap. We tested whether

the proportion of Spanish speakers and other foreign

language speakers in participants’ community predicted the

likelihood of selecting a trill over a tap.

A. Method

1. Participants

Forty-eight participants participated in Experiment 1a

and 40 participated in Experiment 1b. All participants were

recruited via Mechanical-Turk (www.mturk.com).2 In both

Experiments 1a and 1b, participants were invited to partici-

pate in a language guessing game. Fourteen of these partici-

pants were excluded because they were not native English

speakers (Experiment 1a: N¼ 2; Experiment 1b: N¼ 3),

because they reported previously living in a European

country whose dominant language includes a trill

(Experiment 1b: N¼ 2), because they answered the catch

trials incorrectly (Experiment 1b: N¼ 2), because they did

not answer the majority of the items (Experiment 1a:

N¼ 1), because they provided the same response on all tri-

als (Experiment 1b: N¼ 1), or because they had previously

participated in a related experiment (Experiment 1a: N¼ 1;

Experiment 1b: N¼ 2). Analyses were therefore conducted

over 74 participants (Experiment 1a: Spanish condition:

N¼ 21, unspecified European language condition: N¼ 22;

Experiment 1b: Spanish condition: N¼ 16, unspecified

European language condition: N¼ 15).

2. Stimuli

Thirty-two Spanish words with intervocalic tap (e.g.,

acabaron “they finished,” giro “I turn”; note that in Spanish

orthography, tap is always represented as a single r) were

selected. In intervocalic position, taps contrast with trills in

Spanish, but none of the selected words forms a minimal pair

with a word with a trill. Thirty-two additional words in

Spanish that contain neither a trill nor a tap were selected as

fillers. A native speaker of Argentinian Spanish recorded all

target words in two versions: the correct pronunciation with a

tap, and an incorrect pronunciation with a trill (e.g., as if they

were acabarron, girro; note that in Spanish orthography, an

intervocalic trill is always represented as rr).3 One feature

known to distinguish trills from taps is their duration

(Henriksen, 2015). The taps in our stimuli were indeed shorter

than the trills (33 ms vs 63 ms; t(31)¼ 10.23, p< 0.001).

Only one version of each filler word was recorded.

In Experiment 1a, each target word was paired with

another target word, such that one word in each pair con-

tained a trill and the other one contained a tap, counterbal-

anced across the two versions of the experiment (e.g.,

acabarron - giro and acabaron - girro). Eighteen of the filler

words were selected and randomly grouped in pairs. Overall,

there were thus 25 pairs.

In Experiment 1b, each of the 32 target words (which all

contain a tap) was paired with its trill version (e.g., acabaron
- acabarron), such that in half of the pairs the trill appeared

first, and in the other half the tap appeared first. The 32 filler

words were modified by replacing a phoneme, or by deleting

or inserting phonemes. Each filler word was paired with its

modified version (e.g., ocupo - ocupa, luchando - chando).
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There were 64 pairs in total. Both experiments included a

Spanish and an unspecified European language condition.

3. Procedure

Participants in both Experiment 1a and 1b first answered

a few background questions including reporting what their

native language is, which languages they speak, where they

currently live, and all previous locations in which they had

lived.4

Experiments 1a and 1b had identical instructions. The

instructions in the Spanish condition informed participants

that only one of the words in each pair was a Spanish word,

and asked them to guess which of the two it was. The

instructions in the unspecified European language condition

were similar but said that only one word of each pair was a

“word in a European language (e.g., Swedish, Czech,

French).” Participants were asked to guess which of the two

words is a word in such a European language. We provided

Swedish, Czech, and French as exemplars of European lan-

guages, since participants are unlikely to have strong stereo-

types regarding Swedish and Czech, especially regarding

whether they have trills or taps, and their stereotype of

French is unlikely to include a trill. Thus, even though

Swedish and Czech in fact have a trill, we expected partici-

pants to respond differently than in the Spanish condition,

since their expectations about the languages differ.

Condition (Spanish, unspecified European language) was

manipulated between participants. Word pairs were pre-

sented in one fixed random order. Participants were not

timed and responded to all items at their own pace. Each

word was presented in a separate audio file that participants

played by clicking. Participants therefore controlled the

inter-stimulus interval themselves and were free to listen to

an audio file more than once if they wished to. Experiment

1b also included three catch trials in which the audio file

asked participants to select a specific response. The goal of

these catch trials was to ensure that participants are listening

to the audio files before selecting their response.

4. Community makeup data

Information about the makeup of participants’ current

location and each previous location was taken from the latest

United States Census Bureau (2012) with the 5-year esti-

mates. Information in the census details what percentage of

the residents in a community speaks a language other than

English at home, and provides a further break-up into

Spanish, other Indo-European languages, Asian and Pacific

Islander languages, and other languages. As there is no

detailed information about the percentage of speakers of spe-

cific languages other than Spanish, we collapsed all other

foreign languages together. In general, according to a United

States Census Bureau (2013), the most commonly spoken

languages in the U.S. after English and Spanish are Chinese

(4.8%), Tagalog (2.6%), Vietnamese (2.3%), French (2.1%),

and Korean (1.9%). Importantly, none of these languages

contains a trill. We acknowledge that our measure might

over-estimate the proportion of foreign non-trill language

speakers in the community as it might include some speakers

of trill languages that are not Spanish, such as Russian,

Swedish, or Malayalam. This over-estimation, though, is

likely to be negligible considering the infrequency of such

languages in the U.S. We do not know whether the degree to

which the measure exaggerates the proportion of non-trill

speakers in the community is higher in communities with

more non-native speakers, but if that is the case, then the

over-estimation of the measure works against our hypothe-

sis, potentially making it more difficult for us to find an

effect of this measure.

For each participant, we gathered information about the

proportion of Spanish speakers and Other Foreign language

speakers for participant’s current place of residence as well

as each previous place of residence. We then entered for

each participant the highest proportion of Spanish and Other

Foreign language speakers across all places they lived in.

Two participants had reported living abroad in a country

where a non-trill language is spoken. The proportion of

Other Foreign Language speakers in that community would

therefore be close to 1. To not skew the data too much by

adding extreme outliers, however, we entered for these par-

ticipants the highest proportion of Other Foreign Language

Speakers that we found in our sample rather than a value of

1 (but see footnote 5). In general, the proportion of Spanish

speakers ranged from 0 (Bethpage, TN) to 0.52 (Ontario,

CA; M¼ 0.17), and the proportion of Other Foreign lan-

guage speakers ranged from 0 (Bethpage, TN) to 0.336 (San

Francisco, CA; M¼ 0.13). The two factors modestly corre-

lated (r¼ 0.24; p< 0.05).

B. Results

Experiments 1a and 1b had identical goals and only dif-

fered in how direct (and therefore, explicit) the comparison

of trill and tap words was (acabaron - girro vs acabaron -

acabarron). The results of the two experiments patterned in

identical ways. Indeed, an analysis over the two data sets

that included all factors of interests and their interaction with

Experiment revealed that Experiment did not interact with

any other factor relating to the demographic makeup of the

community (all z’s< 1), so the data were collapsed and all

analyses are reported over the combined dataset. In general,

participants selected the trill 61% of the time. To test

whether the proportion of Spanish and Other Foreign lan-

guage speakers in the communities in which participants

have lived influence their expectation that foreign languages

have a trill, we ran a mixed-model analysis with Participants

and Items as random variables, and Condition (Spanish,

Unspecified European Language), Proportion of Spanish

Speakers, Proportion of Other Foreign Language Speakers,

and the interactions of Condition with Proportion of Spanish

Speakers, and Proportion of Other Foreign Language

Speakers as fixed variables. The Condition variable was

treatment-coded, with Unspecified European Language as

the baseline level. The model included intercepts for the ran-

dom variables, as well as slopes for Condition, Proportion of

Spanish Speakers, and Proportion of Other Foreign

Language Speakers for the Items variable.
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Results revealed a significant interaction between

Condition and Proportion of Spanish speakers in a commu-

nity (b¼�4.33, SE¼ 1.93, Z¼�2.25, p< 0.03; see

Appendix A for the full results). Model comparison

revealed that this interaction indeed significantly improves

the model (v2¼ 4.77, p< 0.03). As can be seen in Fig. 1,

the interaction was driven by the fact that while the rela-

tionship between the Proportion of Spanish Speakers and

trill selection was numerically positive in the Unspecified

European Language condition, it was negative in the

Spanish condition (b¼�2.74, SE¼ 1.61, Z¼�1.70,

p< 0.09). In other words, as predicted, a higher proportion

of Spanish speakers in individuals’ community increase

their expectations that foreign languages will have trills. It

does not increase individuals’ expectations that Spanish

will have a trill, probably because of a ceiling effect, as

Americans in general already have this expectation, as also

seen in the preliminary explicit survey mentioned in Sec. I.

In fact, it seems that a higher proportion of Spanish speak-

ers might even lead to a decrease in such expectation

(b¼�2.73). This could be either due to the fact that those

who live in an area with more Spanish speakers might be

more aware of the existence of taps in Spanish or because

they might know the words. After all, in our stimuli, the tap

version was always the real word.

Relatedly, some of our participants (N¼ 11; 5 in the

Spanish condition) reported speaking some Spanish. To

examine whether familiarity with the Spanish words used in

the experiment is responsible for the negative association

between Proportion of Spanish Speakers and trill selection in

the Spanish condition, or the interaction with Condition, we

reanalyzed the data while excluding these participants. This

analysis showed the same interaction of Condition with

Proportion of Spanish speakers (b¼�4.26, SE¼ 2.03,

z¼�2.1, p< 0.04), and the magnitude of the negative asso-

ciation between proportion of Spanish speakers and trill

selection in the Spanish condition did not decrease, but

rather, numerically increased (b¼�3.4). It seems then that

learning some Spanish does not override the expectation of

Spanish to be more likely to have a trill than a tap, and might

even strengthen it. Indeed, 6 out of the 20 participants in our

preliminary explicit survey reported that they know some

Spanish; all of them responded that trill exists in Spanish,

while only half of them (N¼ 3) thought that a tap existed in

Spanish as well. It therefore does not seem to be the case

that a higher Proportion of Spanish Speakers in the commu-

nity leads to a lower trill selection because it leads individu-

als to learn these words.

In contrast, with regards to the second possibility—that

having more Spanish speakers in the community increases

the awareness that Spanish has a tap—the distribution of

responses in our preliminary survey supports it. If we do a

median split over our participants according to the propor-

tion of Spanish speakers in their community, we see that

only 30% of the participants who only lived in communities

with less than 15% Spanish speakers thought that Spanish

has a tap, whereas 90% of those who lived in communities

with over 15% Spanish speakers responded that Spanish

includes a tap. Despite its small sample size, the results of

the preliminary study are revealing and suggest that commu-

nity makeup shapes up expectations about a language more

than learning it does.

Additionally, the analysis revealed a marginal interac-

tion between Condition and Proportion of Other Foreign

Language Speakers (b¼ 3.59, SE¼ 2.13, Z¼ 1.69, p< 0.1).

Comparing a model with this interaction to a model without

it similarly shows that the interaction marginally contributes

to the model (v2¼ 2.74, p< 0.1). For what it is worth, it

should be noted that the direction of this interaction was, as

predicted, the opposite of the one between Condition and

Proportion of Spanish Speakers: a higher proportion of

Other Foreign Language Speakers numerically decreases trill

selection in the Unspecified European Language condition,

but numerically increases it in the Spanish condition

(b¼ 2.81, SE¼ 2.04, Z¼ 1.38, p¼ 0.17).5

As mentioned earlier, we collapsed over Experiment,

since Experiment did not interact with any demographic fac-

tor (all z’s< 1). While not the focus of our study, it should be

FIG. 1. Probability of trill selection in experiment 1 as a function of proportion of Spanish speakers in the community (a) or proportion of Other Foreign

Languages in the community (b), broken down by experimental condition. Bands indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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noted that a model with only the double interactions showed

an interaction between Condition and Experiment (b¼ 0.9,

SE¼ 0.4, z¼�2.23, p< 0.03), reflecting the fact that partici-

pants in Experiment 1b (direct comparison) selected more

trills in the Spanish condition than in the Unspecified

European condition (b¼ 0.72, SE¼ 0.3, z¼ 2.43, p< 0.002)

while this was not the case in Experiment 1a (indirect

comparison).

Experiment 1, then, shows that the demographic

makeup of the communities people live in can influence their

expectations of what languages might sound like.

Specifically, it shows that the proportion of Spanish, and

potentially also the proportion of Other Foreign Language

speakers, can influence people’s expectations regarding

whether languages are likely to have a trill sound.

Experiment 2 tests whether this expectation can conse-

quently influence people’s perception of sounds in foreign

languages.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 builds on the results of Experiment 1 that

show that the demographic makeup of the communities peo-

ple have lived in can influence their linguistic expectations

by testing whether this demographic makeup can also conse-

quently influence their perception of foreign languages.

Specifically, it tests whether a higher proportion of Spanish

speakers increases people’s misperception of taps as trills

when listening to an unspecified foreign language, whereas a

higher proportion of Other Foreign language speakers

reduces this tendency.

We test this by presenting participants with the tap ver-

sion of the words from Experiments 1a and 1b, followed by

two imitations of the word by two non-native “learners.” For

all target words, one imitation included a tap and the other a

trill. Participants needed to indicate which imitation is clos-

est to the original. Selecting a trill in this task indicates mis-

perception of the tap as a trill. As in Experiments 1a and 1b,

we tested whether the proportion of Spanish and Other

Foreign language speakers in participants’ communities pre-

dict their tendency to misperceive taps as trills.6

A. Method

1. Participants

Seventy-four participants were recruited via M-Turk.

All were residing in the U.S. Twelve participants were

excluded because they were not native English speakers

(N¼ 4), because they answered the catch trials incorrectly

(N¼ 3), or because they had already participated in the other

condition in this study (N¼ 5), leaving 62 participants, 37 in

the Unspecified European Language condition and 25 in the

Spanish condition.

2. Stimuli

The recordings of the 32 tap target words and 32 filler

words from Experiment 1 were used. Additionally, two native

English speakers capable of pronouncing taps and trills read

all target words, once with a tap, and once by substituting the

tap with a trill, as well as all filler words. Figure 2 illustrates

the different speakers’ productions of taps and trills for the

item cara/carra. Figure 3 shows boxplots of the durations of

taps and trills for each speaker. Like for the native Spanish

speaker (see Experiment 1), the mean durations of the taps and

trills differed for the two native English speakers [speaker 1:

35 ms vs 78 ms, t(31)¼ 12.64, p< 0.001; speaker 2: 31 ms vs

85 ms, t(31)¼ 18.23, p< 0.001]. The two native English

speakers marginally differed in the duration of their taps

[t(31)¼ 1.8, p< 0.09]. Neither of them, however, significantly

differed from the native Spanish speaker (p> 0.1). The two

native English speakers also differed a bit from each other in

the duration of their trills [t(31)¼ 2.01, p< 0.05]. The trills of

both native English speakers, however, were significantly lon-

ger than those of the native Spanish speakers [t(31)¼ 3.86,

p< 0.001 and t(31)¼ 5.17, p< 0.001]. As the target word in

this experiment always contained a tap, the imitators’ trill

productions were less similar to the native speaker’s taps than

her own trill productions. Therefore, our stimuli make misper-

ception of taps as trills even less common than in the real

world, leading to a particularly conservative test.

We created triplets consisting of a target word followed

by an imitation containing a trill by one speaker, and an

imitation containing a tap by the other speaker. The inter-

stimulus interval between the target word and the first imita-

tion was 1 s. The two imitations were separated by 500 ms.

Two versions were created for each target word, such that

each speaker contributed a trill imitation for one version,

and a tap imitation for the other version. Two lists were cre-

ated, each containing only one version of each item. For

example, in one version of the experiment, the recording of

acabaron by the native Spanish speaker was followed by an

imitation containing a tap from the English speaker 1 and an

imitation containing a trill from the English speaker 2, while

in the other list in the experiment, the original recording of

acabaron was followed by an imitation containing a trill

from English speaker 1 and an imitation containing a tap

from English speaker 2. Having the same speaker provide

both the trill and the tap version of each item across the two

lists enabled us to control for all other potential differences

between the speakers. Within each list, tap imitations pre-

ceded trill imitations in half of the items, and trill imitations

preceded tap imitations in the other half. Each English

speaker was equally likely to produce a trill or a tap and

appear either first or second. Filler triplets were also created

by coupling the recording of the Spanish speaker with one

imitation by each English speaker.

3. Procedure

Participants first answered the same background questions

as in Experiment 1. Then they were told that they would evalu-

ate language learners. As in Experiment 1, there were two con-

ditions. In the Unspecified European Language condition,

participants were told that “the words are of a made up lan-

guage based on the average of several European languages,

including Swedish, Czech and French.” The instructions in the

Spanish condition were modeled to be as similar as possible,

and therefore stated that “the words are Spanish words that are
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based on the average of several Spanish dialects, including

European Spanish, Argentinian Spanish, and Mexican

Spanish.” The instructions in the two conditions were other-

wise identical, and asked participants to indicate which of the

two imitations they heard of each word is more similar to the

original. The words were presented as originating in several

languages rather than one with the aim of targeting more gen-

eral expectations rather than expectations of a particular lan-

guage, as well as reducing the chance that participants might

not believe the manipulation because they would think that the

words do not sound like words in the specific provided lan-

guage. Participants were not timed and responded at their own

pace. They could click on an audio file more than once if they

wished to. Items were presented in one fixed random order.

4. Community makeup data

As in Experiment 1, information about the proportion of

Spanish speakers and the proportion of other foreign language

speakers in each of the locations in which participants had

resided was gathered from the latest United States Census

Bureau (2012) with the 5-year estimates. The proportion of

FIG. 2. Spectograms of the tokens cara (i.e., with a tap) and carra (i.e., with a trill) from each of the speakers in our experiments. Top panels: native Spanish

speaker (Experiments 1 and 2); middle and bottom panels: native English speakers (Experiment 2).

FIG. 3. Trill and tap durations of speakers in Experiments 1 and 2.
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Spanish speakers ranged from 0.003 (Orono, ME) to 0.925

(Hialeah, FL; M¼ 0.2). The proportion of Other Foreign

Language speakers ranged from 0.009 (Smithfield, NC) to

0.577 (Rosemead, CA; M¼ 0.16). The proportion of Spanish

speakers did not correlate with the proportion of Other

Foreign Language speakers (r¼ 0.06, n.s.).

B. Results

An examination of the data revealed that some partici-

pants had a strong preference for one of the speakers over

the other one. Participants’ comments at the end of the

experiment suggest that this was mostly due to the intonation

that speaker 2 used. To control for the bias that such irrele-

vant preference might exercise, we coded for each partici-

pant their likelihood of selecting each speaker on filler trials.

Four of the participants consistently selected one of the

speakers more than 90% of the time in the filler trials (as

well as in the target trials). They were excluded. For the

remaining participants (N¼ 58; N¼ 35 in the Unspecified

European Language condition, and N¼ 23 in the Spanish

condition), we entered the participant’s baseline likelihood

of selecting the speaker in the filler trials as a fixed variable

according to identity of the trill speaker in that trial. That is,

for the trials in which speaker 1 produced the trilled version,

we entered participants’ likelihood of selecting speaker 1 in

the filler trials as a covariate, and for the trials in which

speaker 2 produced the trilled version, we entered partici-

pants’ likelihood of selecting speaker 2 in the filler trials.

On average, participants selected the trilled imitation of

the tap 26% of the time. To test whether the demographic

makeup of participants’ communities influenced the partici-

pants’ likelihood of selecting the trilled imitation, we con-

ducted a mixed-model analysis with Participants and Items

as random variables, and Speaker Bias, Condition (Spanish,

Unspecified European Language), Proportion of Spanish

speakers, Proportion of Other Foreign Language Speakers,

and the interactions of Condition with Proportion of Spanish

speakers and the Proportion of Other Foreign Language

Speakers as fixed factors. The Condition variable was

treatment-coded with Unspecified European Language as the

baseline level. The model included intercepts for the random

variables as well as slopes for Speaker Bias, Condition,

Proportion of Spanish Speakers, and Proportion of Other

Foreign Language Speakers for the Items variable, and a

slope for Speaker Bias for the Participants variable.

The analysis revealed an effect of Speaker Bias (b¼ 3.45,

SE¼ 0.81, Z¼ 4.23, p< 0.001; see Appendix B for the full

results) indicating that participants were more likely to select

the imitation of the speaker whose imitations they also pre-

ferred on filler trials. Crucially, the analysis also revealed an

effect of Proportion of Other Foreign Language speakers at the

model’s baseline (Unspecified Language condition: b¼�5.66,

SE¼ 1.85, Z¼�3.06, p< 0.01) and an interaction between

Condition and Proportion of Other Foreign Language speakers

(b¼ 5.22, SE¼ 2.21, Z¼ 2.36, p< 0.02).7 Model comparison

indicated that this interaction significantly improves the model

(v2¼ 4.16, p< 0.05). As can be seen in Fig. 4, the interaction

reflects the fact that the higher the proportion of other foreign

language speakers in the communities in which participants

had lived, the less likely participants are to mishear taps as trills

in the Unspecified European Language condition, as expected.

Also as expected, a proportion of other foreign language speak-

ers in the community did not influence performance in the

Spanish condition (b¼�0.45, SE¼ 1.23, Z¼�0.36,

p¼ 0.72). In contrast to our expectation, however, the

Proportion of Spanish Speakers did not significantly influence

performance.

One worry we had was that the proportion of Spanish

speakers did not reach significance because of a couple of par-

ticipants who had resided in quite atypical communities in

terms of the proportion of Spanish speakers (92.5% and

83.3%, both more than 2.5 standard deviations away from the

mean). These participants might have unduly influenced the

results, both because their experience is a-typical, and because

these values are outliers. Excluding these participants, how-

ever, did not lead to any significant changes in the results.8

It is unclear why the Proportion of Spanish Speakers played

a bigger role in Experiment 1. One possibility relates to the more

FIG. 4. Probability of trill selection in Experiment 2 as a function of proportion of other foreign language speakers in the community (a) or proportion of

Spanish speakers (b), broken down by experimental condition. Bands indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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meta-linguistic and explicit nature of the task in Experiment 1.

In both Experiment 1a and Experiment 1b participants were ex-

plicitly asked about their linguistic expectations, whereas

Experiment 2 was presented as a perceptual similarity task.

Experiment 1 therefore might have induced participants to rely

more on their explicit knowledge of stereotypes about Spanish

and the relevant aspects of their experience, whereas the similar-

ity judgment task in Experiment 2—where no mention is ever

made of the fact that the imitations contrast phonemically—

might have led participants to rely more on their implicit knowl-

edge and expectations. The proportion of Spanish speakers in

one’s community can influence both explicit awareness of the

sounds in Spanish and implicit associations between Spanish

and certain sounds. In general, explicit and implicit knowledge

and attitudes can differ in their content and in their predictive

power on behavior (Greenwald et al., 2009). While the relative

predictive power of explicit versus implicit knowledge and atti-

tudes for different tasks and behaviors is still not fully under-

stood, it seems likely that explicit knowledge and attitudes

would influence behavior more when the link to the knowledge

is clear. Therefore, if a higher proportion of Spanish speakers in

one’s community increases explicit knowledge more than it

increases implicit associations (because, for example, implicit

associations are already common in the population at large),

then a proportion of Spanish speakers in the community might

influence the performance on an explicit meta-linguistic task

more than it would influence tasks that do not directly ask about

the existing knowledge. Further research, however, is needed to

test whether reliance on different types of expectations is indeed

the source of the difference between the two experiments.

Nonetheless, Experiment 2 shows the predicted interac-

tion of proportion of other foreign language speakers and

condition, such that in the unspecified language condition,

but not in the Spanish condition, trill selection decreases

with a higher proportion of other foreign language speakers

in one’s community. Thus, the study shows that the demo-

graphic makeup of an individuals’ community can influence

the way they perceive sounds in foreign languages.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

An individuals’ perception of speech is influenced by a vari-

ety of factors. One of the factors that shape perception is the indi-

viduals’ past experience. Previous research on the role of past

experience in shaping perception has focused on the shaping of

categories by the distribution of different features in the input,

mainly during first and second language acquisition (e.g., Flege,

1995; Werker and Tees, 1984). The experiments reported here

show how past experience can also shape our linguistic expecta-

tions, and consequently, our perception. This is in line with

research that shows that expectations regarding the speaker can

influence speech perception (e.g., Drager, 2011; Koops et al.,
2008; Niedzielski, 1999).

But how do expectations influence perception? There are at

least two possible mechanisms that could underlie such effects.

One potential mechanism operates at the perceptual level.

According to this account, expectations, or even simply aspects

of the context (speaker identity, location, topic, etc.), lead certain

exemplars (i.e., stored episodic tokens; Johnson, 1997) to be

more activated than others, pulling perception toward them. For

example, an expectation to hear trills will enhance the activation

of trilled exemplars more than of tap exemplars, and the heard

token will be assimilated toward them. While listeners might

differ in their past exposure to Spanish trills, or trills in general,

it is unlikely that our participants have never heard any trill in

their lives. As the preliminary study mentioned in Sec. I shows,

all participants without exception, including Americans who

have never lived in a community with any Spanish speakers,

identified the audio recording of the trill as a Spanish sound.

This indicates that they have some representation of the sound.

Previous research on the effects of listeners’ expectations of

speakers on perception often proposed such a perceptual account

(e.g., Drager, 2011; Hay and Drager, 2010; Niedzielski, 1999).

In many cases, the exemplars that pulled perception were sounds

that—like the trills in the present case—are not represented as

phonologically distinct categories in participants’ phonological

grammar, but belong to regional accents, or are merged with

another category in participants’ own use (e.g., Hay and Drager,

2010; Koops et al., 2008).

Another potential mechanism operates at the memory

level. According to this account, the effects do not occur at

the stage of initial perception but during the matching stage.

This account assumes that the activation of the presented to-

ken quickly decays. Such decay might be particularly quick

when the sound is foreign or less familiar, as recall is better

for familiar than unfamiliar input. For example, input from

one’s first language is remembered better than input from

one’s second language, words are remembered better than

nonwords, and phonotactically frequent stimuli are remem-

bered better than phonotactically infrequent stimuli (e.g.,

Gathercole et al., 1999; Thorn and Gathercole, 1999). Thus,

during the matching task, when participants must recall the

sound, they rely on reconstruction of the sound from memory,

and this reconstruction process might be biased by expecta-

tions. If this is the case, then participants’ responses might be

more biased by their expectations the longer the delay

between the presentation of the first token and the presentation

of the imitations. As our target words differed in length, we

measured the delay between the beginning of the tap phoneme

in the target token and the beginning of the tap or trill pho-

neme in the first imitation of the word. This delay ranged from

1278 to1930 ms (M¼ 1610). Adding delay to the model

revealed a main effect of delay, in addition to the reported

effects and interaction (b¼ 1.52, SE¼ 0.73, z¼ 2.07,

p< 0.04). The longer the delay was, the more trill selection

(i.e., misperceptions) there were. Models that included interac-

tion of delay with other factors did not converge reliably and

did not suggest that any interactions exist. The effect of delay

suggests that misperception is partially due to the difficulty of

holding the percept in memory. At the same time, since delay

did not seem to interact with Condition or the proportion of

Spanish or Other Foreign Language Speakers, some of the

effect might be due to processes taking place at the initial per-

ception stage. It is important to note, however, that this is a

post hoc analysis, and it is possible that the longer and shorter

words that were used in the experiment differ on certain

aspects (e.g., the degree to which they sound Spanish), which
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might lead to the delay effect or, in contrast, murk an interac-

tion between delay and one or more other factors.

Hay et al. (2006), who tested how expectations regard-

ing the geographic background of a speaker influence per-

ception of that speaker’s vowels, similarly examined the role

of memory in underlying their effect of expectations.

Specifically, they examined whether the delay between pre-

sentation of the target vowel and the end of the sentence in

which it appeared, the point at which participants were

tested on its identification, modulated the influence of

expectations on participants’ performance in the task. They

did not find support for such an effect, even though the delay

contrast in that experiment was quite large, as they presented

participants with full sentences containing a target word in

either the middle or the end of the sentence. It seems, then,

that the effect is likely to be, at least partially, perceptual in

nature. Further research should examine whether and how

the role of each mechanism depends on the task and the

context.

Some research has found that ambient exposure might

have different effects on immediate processing versus long-

term representations. In particular, it has been shown that cov-

ert speakers of the New York dialect, that is, people who spent

their entire lives in the New York region but do not produce

the dialect in their habitual speech, show the same short-term

priming of dialect variants as overt speakers of the New York

dialect, but unlike them, do not show any long-term semantic

priming of the dialect (Sumner and Samuel, 2009). Several dif-

ferences, however, make it difficult to draw inferences from

these results that apply to performance in our studies. First,

covert speakers are people who fully understand the dialect,

whereas the ambient languages in the case of our participants

are languages that they do not speak or understand. Relatedly,

Sumner and Samuel (2009) examined processing of words that

the listeners have stored in long-term memory. We examined

processing of words that the participants might have never

encountered, that they do not understand, and of which they

therefore do not have long-term representations. Last, our study

focuses on the effect of ambient languages on linguistic expect-

ations, and consequently on perception. Sumner and Samuel

do not examine expectations, and it is unclear how expectations

might influence their pattern of results.

Interestingly, the experiments reported here show that past

experience can shape our perception not only by exposing us to

relevant distributional information but also by exposing us to

potentially irrelevant information. For example, the proportion

of Spanish speakers in one’s community is not informative

regarding the likelihood of other languages to have a trill.

Similarly, the proportion of Other Foreign Language speakers

is not necessarily informative about the likelihood of European

languages to have a trill, especially since the common other

foreign languages in the U.S. are mostly languages spoken in

East Asia. Future research should investigate which factors and

conditions govern the generalizations that individuals make

from the input they received over their lifetime.

The results of these experiments extend previous research

on the role of expectations in speech perception. Unlike that

research, however, the present experiments focus on expecta-

tions about languages rather than expectations about

speakers. Such linguistic expectations are particularly inter-

esting as they can have implications for language learning.

Do expectations of certain sounds lead language learners, sim-

ilarly to our participants, to misperceive and perhaps even

misproduce the sounds of the language they are learning? The

results of our preliminary survey mentioned in Sec. I suggest

that this is likely to be the case, as half of those who reported

knowing some Spanish were still under the impression that

Spanish has a trill but not a tap. Anecdotal evidence suggests

as well that this is the case. In fact, the native Spanish speaker

who recorded the stimuli for these experiments and was obliv-

ious to the goal of the experiment, remarked during the re-

cording of the trill version of the words (which are

mispronunciations of tap words) that she feels as if she is imi-

tating Americans who try to speak Spanish. She commented

that they tend to over-produce trills in cases where a tap

should be produced. This means that the environment we live

in might determine our success at acquiring new languages by

influencing our expectations regarding them. While we

focused on Spanish trills and taps in this study, we expect it to

be true for other stereotypical sounds in other languages, such

as the front round vowels in French and the pharyngeal

sounds in Arabic.

To conclude, this set of studies adds to our understand-

ing of how our environment can influence the way we pro-

cess speech not only via bottom-up distributional learning

but also by shaping our expectations.
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APPENDIX A: DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF
PARTICIPANTS IN EXPERIMENT 1

States in which participants currently reside:

Unspecified European Language condition:

AL, AZ (N¼ 2), CA (N¼ 4), FL (N¼ 4), GA, IN, MA,

MD, ME, MI, MN, MS (N¼ 2), NC (N¼ 3), NY (N¼ 2),

OK, PA (N¼ 4), RI, TX (N¼ 2), UT, VA, WA, WI.

Spanish condition:

AR, AZ, CA (N¼ 3), CO, CT, FL (N¼ 3), GA (N¼ 3),

HI, IL (N¼ 2), MA (N¼ 2), MI, NY (N¼ 2), OH (N¼ 4),

OR (N¼ 2), PA, TN (N¼ 3), TX (N¼ 3), WA, WI, WY.

Average maximal percentage of Spanish speakers and

of other foreign language speakers in participants’ commu-

nity makeup:

% Spanish

speakers

% Other Foreign

Language speakers

Spanish condition 16% 12%

Unspecified European

Language condition

20% 14%
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APPENDIX B: RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 1

b SE z p

Intercept 0.47 0.16 2.88 <0.01

Condition (Spanish) 0.26 0.22 1.17 0.24

% Spanish speakers 1.60 1.16 1.375 0.17

% other foreign language speakers �0.78 0.68 �1.14 0.25

Condition � % Spanish speakers �4.33 1.93 �2.25 <0.03

Condition � % other foreign language speakers 3.59 2.13 1.69 <0.1

APPENDIX C: DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF
PARTICIPANTS IN EXPERIMENT 2

States in which participants currently reside:

Unspecified European Language condition:

AL, AR, CA (N¼ 3), CT, FL (N¼ 4), GA (N¼ 2), ID,

IL, LA, MA, MD, ME, MI, NC (N¼ 2), OH, OK, OR

(N¼ 2), PA (N¼ 3), SC, TX (N¼ 3), VA (N¼ 3), WV

(N¼ 2).

Spanish condition:

CA (N¼ 2), FL (N¼ 2), GA (N¼ 2), IA, IL, NC

(N¼ 4), NE, NJ, NY (N¼ 3), OH (N¼ 2), OR, TN, TX

(N¼ 2), WA, WI

Average maximal percentage of Spanish speakers and

of other foreign language speakers in participants’ commu-

nity makeup:

% Spanish

speakers

% Other Foreign

Language speakers

Spanish condition 18% 11%

Unspecified European

Language condition

22% 11%

APPENDIX D: RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2

b SE z p

Intercept �3.33 0.45 �7.36 <0.001

Trill speaker bias 3.40 0.82 4.17 <0.001

Condition (Spanish) 0.11 0.29 0.39 0.70

% Spanish speakers �0.40 0.80 �0.50 0.62

% other foreign language speakers �5.66 1.85 �3.06 <0.01

Condition � % Spanish speakers �0.40 1.91 �0.21 0.83

Condition � % other foreign language speakers 5.22 2.21 2.36 <0.02

1One potential caveat is that participants might have been less likely to

respond affirmatively to the syllable with the tap, because it does not occur

word-initially in Spanish. Therefore, hearing it without a preceding sound

might have sounded less typical. While we cannot rule out this possibility,

it seems unlikely considering another aspect of the findings discussed in

the results of Experiment 1—respondents living in areas with more

Spanish speakers were more likely to indicate that a tap exists in Spanish.

Had the negative responses been due to the lack of fit between the com-

mon context and the manner of presentation in this study, more Spanish in

one’s environment should not have increased the likelihood of an affirma-

tive response. Additionally, considering the fact that the speech stream is

continuous, non-Spanish speakers would probably not be able to tell

whether taps can appear at word-initial position, as they would not be able

to segment the speech stream into separate words.

2Web-based experiments have been growing in popularity over the past

decade. Such studies have not only proven to give reasonable results,

direct comparisons of performance on web- and lab-based experiments

showed that they are quite comparable, and as the population is more rep-

resentative, they even generalize better to the real world (Buhrmester

et al., 2011; Crump et al., 2013; Horton et al., 2011; Mason and Suri,

2012). Furthermore, M-Turk has been used successfully in previous

speech perception studies as well, and again, when performance was com-

pared to lab-based experiments, the same effects replicated across plat-

forms (e.g., Chodroff and Wilson, 2014; Kleinschmidt and Jaeger, 2012;

Yu and Lee, 2014).
3We specifically designed the study such that the real words would always

have a tap, because we wanted to ensure that the predicted increase in trill

selection in the Unspecified European Language condition as a result of a

higher proportion of Spanish speakers in the community could not be a

consequence of having heard those words previously.
4Participants were also asked (1) what are the most common languages that

are spoken in their area and (2) what are the most common languages that

they hear. Unfortunately, almost all participants responded “Spanish” to

both questions, so no further analyses were conducted on responses to

these questions.
5We also ran this analysis while keeping the value of 1 for the Proportion

of Other Foreign Language Speakers for those who lived abroad. The

results looked the same. There was a significant interaction between

Condition and Proportion of Spanish speakers in a community (b¼�4.26,

SE¼ 1.88, Z¼�2.27, p< 0.03), and a marginal interaction between

Condition and Proportion of Other Foreign Language Speakers (b¼ 3.47,

SE¼ 2.07, Z¼ 1.67, p< 0.1).
6Note that expectations should not influence perception of the imitation, as

the imitators were presented as learners whose pronunciation needs to be

evaluated, and therefore prone to mispronounce words and not use the

native phoneme inventory.
7Conducting the same analysis while keeping the values of 1 for the

Proportion of Other Foreign Language Speakers for those who had lived

abroad leads to the same results: an effect of Speaker Bias (b¼ 3.42,

SE¼ 0.8, Z¼ 4.27, p< 0.001), an effect of Proportion of Other Foreign

Language Speakers (b¼�3.31, SE¼ 1.26, Z¼�2.62, p< 0.01), and an

interaction of Condition with Proportion of Other Foreign Language

Speakers (b¼ 3.23, SE¼ 1.42, Z¼ 2.285, p< 0.03).
8It might be worth noting that this exclusion did lead to the emergence of a

pattern that is numerically similar to the one found in Experiment 1: A

higher proportion of Spanish speakers was numerically associated with a
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